
Viral  St James Photo competition – Week 4  Still Life 

 

Back to something less abstract (or is it?) this week…. Still Life.   

Once again this could be inside or out, although most famous paintings are usually of assembled 
objects inside a room – like this rather odd selection by Juan Sanches Cotain in around 1621… 

 

 

 

STILL LIFE with Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber 

 

I do wonder how he managed this without a fridge… a quick painter? 

 

That’s the only example I going to give you this week, as I want you to use your imagination (OK, 
there might be a bit more in the video). Traditionally, a still life painting would contain fruit, 
vegetables, bottles, pots dead animals (please don’t!) etc, but yours might contain toys, tools, 
furniture, whatever… If you are really stuck for ideas google ‘still life photography’ 

 

So, it’s imagination, planning, assembly and composition first and foremost, but don’t forget the 
importance of lighting – this is one occasion in the competition where flash might be used if you are 
indoors. Consider viewing angle and width of view – try playing with your zoom lens (or pinching the 
picture on a camera phone) and the distance from the subject, as this can dramitacally alter the 
perception of the subject. 

 



 

This might be a good time to introduce the ‘rule of thirds’ – forgive me if you already are familiar 
with this…. 

 

 

For some reason that I can’t explain, pictures often look more balanced and satisfying if the main 
subject is on or near one third up from the bottom (or down from the top) and one third across from 
one side. If you decide that your still life has a ‘focal point’, bear this in mind. 

I see from the weather forecast that it is supposed to be dry with some sunshine all this coming 
week, so do consider finding or assembling your subject outdoors, and remember that low early or 
late light gives great definition, colour and shadows. 


